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The expression for the equal-time commutator between b, and ba, which was derived 
previously from the consistency requirement of the BRS transformation, is proved on the basis 
of canonical commutation relations and field equations. It is found that the commutators 
involving b, exhibit "tensor-like" behavior quite analogously to general covariance. 

The manifestly covariant quantum field theory is formulated for the coupled Einstein
Maxwell system. 

§ 1. Introduction 

The manifestly covariant canonical theory of quantum gravity has been formu
lated in quite a satisfactory way in a series of papers.1l~n. *) When matter fields 
are of integer spins only, the gravitational part is described by the metric tensor 
g~, an auxiliary boson field bo and a pair of the Faddeev-Popov (FP) ghosts c 0 

and c0• U there are half-odd-spin fields, then the gravitational part is described 
by the vierbein h~a instead of g", ( = h~ahva), a ne\v auxiliary antisymmetric boson 
field Sau and the corresponding FP ghosts tab and lab in addition to bP, c" and c0• 

An important result found in V and VI is that in the latter case, though h~a, but 
not a~" is regarded as a fundamental field, all the field equations**) and the 
equal-time commutation relations for the "old'' .fields g,"' b", c'' and c0 are the 
same as those in the former case. 

In II, we calculated the equal-time commutators between Heisenberg fields 
and their first time derivatives from canonical commutation relations. Since b/s 
are not canonical variables, it is not an easy task to prove the important form u
la ** *) 

(1·1) 

This commutation relation was derived from the consistency between the classical 

*l The second, fifth and sixth papers are referred to as II, V and VI, respectively. 
**l Of course, the energy-momentum tensor T 1, of the Einstein equation is modified by the 

introduction of new fields. 
***) The notation is explained at the end of this section. 
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Indefinite-Metric Quantum Field Theory of General Relativity. VIII 657 

and quantum definitions of the BRS transfoFmation, but such reasoning cannot be 

regarded as a proof because it is based on something other than canonical com

mutation relations and field equations. Solving the Einstein equation with respect 

to b6 , we found some necessary and sufficient conditions for the validity of (1·1), 

but their validity was not checked because the calculation to be done was ex

tremely cumbersome. 
In the present paper, we complete the proof of (1·1). The essential idea for 

avoiding brute-force labor is to employi the vierbein formalism developed in V and 

VI. The Ricci tensor R"" is usually expressed in terms of the affine connection 

r./, but it can also be expressed elegantly in terms of the spin affine connection 

Ttb, as is familiar in the supergravity theory. The point is that the expression 

for the commutator [T"ab, bp'] is very simple in contrast with that for [T./, bp']. 
Owing to this observation, we can very easily prove that the conditions for the 

validity of (1·1) are indeed satisfied. 

In addition, we can proceed further. We can calculate [R""' bp'], which is 

found to be of the same form as that of [g""' bp']. Furthermore, many quantities 

are found to have the commutator with bP of the same form. Then we are natu

rally led to introducing a new notion of the tensor-like commutation relation. 
Its physical meaning is unknown, but it is quite analogous to general covariance, 

despite the fact that it is a notion completely at the operator level. 

In § 2, the proof of (1·1) is presented. In § 3, tensor-like commutation rela

tions are discussed. In § 4, we formulate the manifestly covariant quantum gravi

electrodynamics for providing additional examples of tensor-like commutation rela

tions. The Appendix is devoted to the calculation of [T LLtm b/]. 
Throughout the present paper, we employ the notation introduced previously. 

For example, 

a"x. Y = ca"X) Y, 

X=aoX, 
[X,Y']=[X(x),Y(x')J at x 0 =x'0, 

3 

03= I; iJ (xk- x/) , 
k=l 

and /C denotes the gravitational constant. 

§ 2. Proof of (1·1) 

In this section, we prove the commutation relation (1·1) on the basis of 

canonical commutation relations and field equations. For simplicity, we here as-
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658 N. Nakanishi 

sume that matter field is a scalar field rp alone; extension to more general cases 
IS presented in later sections. 

In our formalism, the Einstein equation Is written as 

where*' 

and T=T 1'w Furthermore, g", satisfies the de Dander condition 

() ,,(j'" = 0 . 

(2 ·1) 

(2·2) 

(2. 3) 

(2· 4) 

Now, in order to prove (1·1), we must solve (2·1) with respect to b" after 
eliminating gjk· This procedure was explicitly carried out in II. It was found 
there that the necessary and sufficient conditions for the validity of (1·1) are as 
follows: 

[2R00 - R, b/J = - 2iJC ((j'0) - 1R 0/]', 

[Rob bo'] = iJC (goo) -1RO/J', 

[R0bb/]=0, 

where R-R"w They are summarized as 

[R0,- ·~ o0,R, b/] = iJC (g00) -! (o0"R',-o0,R0p) o'. 

In the following, we prove (2 · 9). 

(2. 5) 

(2. 6) 

(2·7) 

(2·8) 

(2·9) 

As is well known (and can be easily confirmed), the Riemannian tensor 
R""'" can be expressed in terms of the spin affine connection rtb in an elegant 
way: 

(2 ·10) 

with 

R~ ab_~ ruo ~ r ab, I" "'Tb racr b pv =U/1 v -uv ;.t i 11 vc- v pc, (2 ·11) 

which 1s antisymmetric both in a<->b and in /1<->V. l-Ienee 

R"v = h1'ah\R,, ab. (2 ·12) 

Since the commutation relations [g"" b/] and [g1'"' b/] are reproduced from 
[!1 l} '] a11d [h. b '] as sllO'"ll 1.11 VI ure 1nay calculate [R" .. , br'J 1.11 tl1e ·Ita' P ' pa, P " ' " c L • 

*l Throughout the present paper, T 0 , denotes the energy-momentum tensor but not the tensor 
density. If one wishes to introduce a cosmological term, suppose that T 1,, includes a term proportional 
to gpv• 
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Indefinite-1\fetric Quantum Field Theory of General Relativity. \'III 659 

vier bein formalism. We em ploy the following commutation relations established 

in VI: 

[hfl"' b/J = - iK (goo) -1 hpaOojJ3, 

[h''a, b/J = iK (gOO) -1hO"Oflp03, 

[F/b, b/J = - iK (g00) - 1o0flr/biY 

(2 ·13) 

(2 ·14) 

(2 ·15) 

The simplicity of (2 ·15) is noteworthy. From it we see that rkab commutes with 

bp. 
Owing to the antisymmetry of R,/b in a~b, we can write 

(2 ·16) 

Since (2 ·11) and (2 ·15) imply 

from (2 ·14) we immediately obtain the v = 1~ case of (2 · 9). Next, since 

R } !I J' R~ ab = L aLb J'A 

(2 ·18) 

we have 

(2·19) 

Hence, again owing to (2 ·17) together with (2 ·14) and (2 ·16), we obtain the 

V = 0 case of (2 · 9) . This completes the proof. 

§ 3. Tensor-like commutation relations 

We continue our analysis concerning the commutators involving bp. Since 

it is easy to show that 

[Ek~,b/]=0, (3·1) 

[Tsk~,b/]=0, (3·2) 

(2 ·1) implies 

[Rkr, b/] =0. (3. 3) 

With the aid of the identities 

together with 

Rok = (g00) - 1 (R0k- g0' Rk~), 

Roo= (g00) - 1 (2R00 - R + g!k Rjk) 

(3. 4) 

(3. 5) 

(3 ·6) 
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660 N. Nakanishi 

vve can rewrite (2 · 9) and (3 · 3) into 

(3 ·7) 

It 1s remarkable that (3 · 7) is of the same form as 

(3. 8) 

In general, if an operator X~v' which may not necessarily be symmetric in ,'I~V, 
satisfies 

(3. 9) 

then with the aid of (3 · 6) we see that 

(3 ·10) 

(3 ·11) 

In particular, X",, commutes with bP. 
It is easy to see that the operators a,bv+DvbM a,co·Ovc", Ts!'" and g,,Ts, 

which appear in (2·1), all satisfy (3·9). On the other hand, as remarked in the 
Appendix of VI, many quantities such as h~a, T/b, a,c", a,c6 , a,sab, a,t""' a,Jab, 
a,,¢ and aAJ (~J denotes the Dirac field) satisfy the commutation relation 

(3 ·12) 

Furthermore, b6 , c", c., Sab, tab, la0, ¢ and </J commute with bP. Accordingly, it lS 
quite natural to introduce a new notion of the tensor-like commutation relation, 
that 1s, we generally consider the following commutation relation: 

k 
[X"' ""kv, .. -v, b/J = i!C (goo) -1 ( ~ (}PiPXfl, ... o "/lkv, ... v, 

i=l 

(3 ·13) 

It is "tensor-like" because (3 ·13) is consistent with taking tensor product and 
7.cith contracting upper and lower indices. For instance, if X, and Y/1 satisfy 
(3 ·12) [i.e., (3 ·13) with k = 0 and l = 1], then X ,Yv satisfies (3 · 9) [i.e., (3 ·13) 
with 1::=0 and l=2] and gjlvX,Yv commutes with bP [i.e., (3·13) with k=l=O]. 
In this sense, our tensor-like commutation relation is quite analogous to general 
covariance, but it should be noted that the former has no classical counterpart in 
contrast with the BRS transformation. We conjecture that any quantity which 
is a tensor under the general coordinate transformation at the classical level 
satisfies (3 · 13) with the same tensor character, though the converse is not 
true. The tensor-like property is quite useful in practical calculations. 

For a tensor density, of course, a term 

(3 ·14) 
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Indefinite-Metric Quantum Field Theory of General Relativity. VIII 661 

should be added in the parentheses of (3 ·13) . Therefore, it cancels the contribu

tion from a contravariant zeroth component; for example, if X". is a mixed tensor 

density in the sense stated above, X 0• has the commutator with bP just like a covariant 

vector (cf. the Appendix of VI). 
In § 2, we have restricted our consideration to the case in which matter 

field is a scalar field alone. We now extend our analysis to more general cases. 

In order to guarantee the validity of (1·1) and (3 · 7), it remains to show that 

T "" satisfies (3 · 9). 
The energy-momentum tensor, Tn""' for the Dirac field (see V) IS giVen by 

(3 ·15) 

where 

(3 ·16) 

fa being the r-matrices in the flat space-time. Since <jJ commutes with bp and since 

r"' rt< and 8"</J satisfy (3 ·12)' we immediately see that T Dt<V satisfies (3. 9) owing 
to the tensor-like property. 

In the vierbein formalism presented in V, T "" contains an additional contribu

tion arising from the local-Lorentz gauge fixing term and the corresponding FP

ghost one, that is, we must discuss T LLt<» which is a sum of 

(3 ·17) 

and 

(3 ·18) 

where 

(3 ·19) 

and JJ'V IS obtained from (3·19) by replacing OaSab by -i[Oatcb•t0,.- (aHb)],*l 

In the Appendix we prove that both T LLGF "" and T LLFP "" satisfy (3 · 9) separately. 
Thus the validity of (1·1) and (3 · 7) has been established also in the coupled 

Einstein-Dirac system. 

§ 4. Quantum gravi-electrodynamics 

In this section, we formulate the manifestly covariant quantum field theory of 

the coupled Einstein-Maxwell system, and then check the validity of the conjecture 

*> Here we have antisymmetrized it for later convenience; this is possible because r<•b is 
antisymmetric in a<Hb. 
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662 N. Nalwnishi 

proposed m § 3 concerning the commutators involving bP in this theory. It 1s 
important that (1·1), (3 · 7), etc. are valid independently of matter fields. 

The Lagrangian density for the electromagnetic field A~ is given by 

(4 ·1) 

where F~,=iY~A,~iY,A,,, B is an auxiliary scalar field, C and Care the FP ghosts 
of the electromagnetic field and a denotes a gauge parameter. The field equations 
related to the electromagnetic field are 

iY~(hF"') ~(/"iY~B=O, (4·2) 

g1"iY.aA,+aB=0, (4·3) 

g"'iY"iY,C=O, 0·4) 

g~'iY"iY,C=O, (4·5) 

;vhere use has been made of (2 · 4). From ( 4 · 2) it follovvs that 

(4·6) 

Note that B no longer satisfies a free-field equation. 
In making canonical quantization, we replace ~EM by _.fEJvJ, because we wish 

to regard L10 rather than B as a canonical variable. Here J! EM is obtained from 
~EM by replacing the second term of ( 4 ·1) by 

It should be noted that ( 4 · 7) contains time derivatives of g ,av· 

The canonical conjugates are defined by 

rr,t~iY :t EM!iY A,= ~ hF0' + 7:/' B ' 

iTc~iY J! EM/iYC = ~ i'[/~'8 PC , 

rrv~iYl! EM/iYC = + i?/'iY,C. 

The non-vanishing canonical (anti-) commutation relations are 

[A _ "] ·~v ~3 
1o hA ==zu /1.0, 

Since B = (?J 00) - 1iT}, canonical commutation relations yield 

[B, B'] =0, 

From the v=k part of (4·11), we can show that 

[A A. '] · c~oo) -I N "' 1 = ~z g g~1u. 

(4·7) 

(4·8) 

(4·9) 

(4·10) 

(4·11) 

(4·12) 

( 4 ·13) 

(4 ·14) 

(4·15) 
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lndefinite-Nletric Quantwn Field Theory of General Relativity. VIII 663 

Hence from ( 4 · 3) we have 

[Afi, Ao'] = -i(goo)-l[gfio-(1-a)oofi(goo)-l]oa. (4·16) 

It 1s straightforward to see 

(4·17) 

from [Tr,1\7rA0']=0 together with (4·13) and (4·14). 

In order to calculate the commutators involving B, usmg (2 · 4) we rewrite 

the V = 0 component of ( 4 · 2) as 

(4 ·18) 

Since the right-hand side contains no A, we can calculate commutation relations 

of B. For example, 

(4 ·19) 

With the aid of (2 · 4), we obtain 

[ B, A/] = ia fi (goo) -1. 03 + i [2ooft (goo) -lgOk- ok fi] W) k ' (4· 20) 

where 

(4· 21) 

It 1s easy to show that 

[B, B'] = [B, C'J = [B, C'J =0. (4· 22) 

The electromagnetic BRS charge QB is defined by 

(4. 23) 

By using the commutation relations obtained above, it can be shown that QB is 

indeed the generator of the electromagnetic BRS transformation OEM: 

where 

OEM CAl,) = al,c, 

0EM(C) =iB, 

(4. 24) 

(4· 25) 

(4· 26) 

and the OEM of any other field vanishes. The electromagnetic subsidiary condition 

is, of course, defined by 
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664 N. Nakanishi 

(4· 27) 

Having formulated the theory proper to the electromagnetic field, we discuss 
the relation between the electromagnetic part and the gravitational one. First, 
we note that the canonical conjugate, rr'", of g~, is modified clue to the presence 
of (;,, in ( 4 · 7). The modification to be made is just to replace bP by b0 + !CilPB 
in 7r 11 v. Hence no change occurs about [g 11 v, Oa-..'] and [g,~1v' b/J. 

Novv, we investigate the commutators involving bP. From [A,, rr0"] = 0 and 
[rc}, rr 0"] = 0, we have 

[A", b/J = -i!C(g 00) - 10°"1'1pr)3 , (4·28) 

[B,b/]=0, (4·29) 

respectively, ·where use has been made of (4·14) and [g 00 , b/J =i!C0°po3• Likewise, 
[rr}, rr0''] =0 together with (4·11) yields 

whence 

(4·31) 

It is easy to confirm that [bP, b/] =0 (see II) remains unchanged by using (4·28), 
(4·29) and (4·14). 

The electromagnetic energy-momentum tensor TEMpv is defined by 

T EM pv=2h -li) _[ EM/i}g"' 

= -g"'FMFvr- ("1,iJ"B+ll,,iJ,B) 

- i (a/';· iJ,C + iJ,C · iY,,C) - g,,Jr _,_[EM . ( 4 · 32) 

It is evident from the tensor-like property that TEM," satisfies (3 · 9) if the 
expected tensor-like commutation relation hold for each of A", F""' B, i}"B, i}"C 
and iJ,,C. The first three are established already by ( 4 · 28), ( 4 · 31) and ( 4 · 29). 
The last two are obviously all right. Accordingly, it remains only to calculate 
[B,bp']. From (4·18) wehave 

goo[B, b/J =-[go', b/J i}rB+ [gk"gori}kF"" b/J 

(4· 33) 

For calculating the last term, it is convenient to make use of (A· 5). After 
some calculation, in which ( 4 · 31) and ( 4 ·18) are made use of, we find 

(4· 34) 

that is, i}"B satisfies (3 ·12). Thus T EM"' has the tensor-like commutation relation. 
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Appendix 

--Commutator between T LLpv and bP--

'vVe first consider [T LLGF ~"' b/]. It is evident from the tensor-like property 
that each of the first three terms of (3 ·17) satisfies (3 · 9). Hence we have only 
to calculate [ffi, b/]. The explicit expression for f"v is calculated from (3·19): 

with 

f"v= [(h}g"<a,h,a+hfi'h"ah'ba,ha,)8vsab+ (fJ.~V)] 

+F~'v""ba,sab- [h/"h"b8v8asab+ (fJ.~V)] 

+ h""hvbg"'a,a,sab 

F ~'v""b==- h"" h,Cg"' habaJiac + h}g"<a,h/ 

-h}fL'"g"1"8,g1,v-h}h'"g"'a"g,,. 

(A·1) 

(A·2) 

We know all necessary commutation relations (see II and VI) except for [sab, b/J, 
but the calculation is rather cumbersome. 

First, by direct computation, we find 

from which the first term h/g"'a,h/avsab is seen to satisfy (3 · 9). More generally, 
we obtain 

[h""h'ba,h"'' b/] 

= i!Chpc [2 (goo) -1 hoa hobgOk _ hka hob_ hoa hkb] ( es) k , (A·4) 

where (e3) k is defined by ( 4 · 21). Since (A· 4) is symmetric in aHb, its contribu
tion vanishes when multiplied by OvSab·*l Hence the second term of (A·l) also 
satisfies (3 · 9). 

Next, we calculate [ F ":abaasab, b/]. Since this calculation is complicated, we 
omit its details. The calculation of the first term of (A· 2) is simplified by making 
use of (A· 4). For calculating third and fourth terms of (A· 2), the following 
formula is useful: 

[g"i'O,g;, b/] 

= i!C (goo) -1 [ e" pgOI.(),g Xv- eo vgai.(},gl,p- eo,gai'f} pg?,v] . es 

+ i!C [- ek< (g" 0gvp +eave" p) -eo, (g"kgvp + ek ve" p) 

+ 2eo, (goo) -1gok (g"ogvp + eove"P) J ces) k. 

After somewhat tedious calculation, we find 

(A·5) 

*l Note that h""h''a,h6 ,- (aBb) is a scalar under the general coordinate transformation. 
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666 N. Nakanishi 

[F l":abOaSab' b/] 

= -itc((j00 ) - 1 (0°1,Fpv""boasab+o0,F"'/aboasab) ·a' 
+itc[ _ 2 (9oo) -19okho"h}oo~+h}hka0o~ 

+ h}' h0aok t< + (w~~ v)] (a') ko,osab. (A·6) 

Since the remainder of (A ·1) contains sa.b, we must make use of the field 

equation of sab presented in V: 

It is evident from the tensor-like property that each term of (A· 7) except for 

the first one commutes with b.o. Hence 

Accordingly, the last term of (A ·1) satisfies (3 · 9). Furthermore, from (A· 8) 

we have 

Then it 1s straightforward to show that 

[h,"h"bot<0 6 Sab, b/] 

= -itc (?} 00) -l (o0 j!,"h"bo,oOaSab+ 0°,lz.o"h"bo,,o.sab). 03 

+itch,"' [2 (goo) -1gOk hoboo,,- h''booP- hob(Jk,J O,osa,J. (o') k • 

(A·9) 

(A·10) 

Comparing (A ·10) with (A· 6), vve find that the second line of (A ·1) satisfies 

(3 · 9). Thus T LLGF 1, satisfies (3 · 9). 

It is now very easy to see that T LLFP ''" also satisfies (3 · 9), because ]"', is 

very similar to ft<V. Owing to the existence of Oa in (3·19), the replacement of 

OaSab by 

yields extra terms 

i{h,"h"b[o~lcb·oat'a- (aHb)] + (/J.HV)} 

-iht<"h,bg""[o,lcb· Oat' a- (aHb)], 

(A ·11) 

(A·l2) 

which have no corresponding one in T LLGFt<" but each term of (A ·12) evidently 

satisfies (3 · 9). Since it is straightforward to prove 

(A·13) 

from the field equation 
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(A·l4) 

everything goes well in parallel with the analysis of T LLGF~v· 
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Note Added: On the validity of our conjecture stated in §3, we have obtained the following additional 

supports: 
i) The covariant derivative of A" satisfies the tensor-like commutation relation. 
ii) Let X'' ... , ... be a tensor at the classical level. If both X""', ... and LJ,X""', ... satisfy the tensor-like 
commutation relation, [X" ... , ... , h/] can be calculated by means of the Leibniz rule. Then [X""·, ... , Q,] 
can be calculated if X" ... , ... is a canonical field, and we find that it equals -io* (X" ... , ... ). Thus the 

tensor-like commutation relation is consistent with BRS transformation. 
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